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Future Trends Higher Education

- New forms ‘unbounded’ of teaching
- More crossing of international boundaries
- More diverse students
- Technology for form & function
- Economies
- Social media
- New forms ‘unbounded’ of teaching
- Economies
- Policy
- Change
Future Trends Higher Education

- Emphasis on learning experiences
- Face to face learning & direct contact
- Pursuit of excellence
- Constrained funding
- Competition
- Emphasis on learning experiences
Future Trends Higher Education

Critical challenges

- Poor futures & strategic thinking & planning
- Digital divide
- Technology for form & function
- No evidence of fully embedding opportunities
- Staffing
- Funding

Policy
What learners’ really want for their learning in the future

Visibility

Facebook concepts: ‘visibility’ of achievements
For peers
For employers

Lecturers/professors to be more ‘visible’
Post & share resources
...and their own learning journeys
What learners’ really want for their learning for the future

Openness:

- Personalisation
- Customisation
- Create own learning pathways

Ask more
Prepare better
What learners’ really want for their learning in the future

Virtualisation

Many Media

Visual, tactile, remote, audio
What learners’ really want for their learning in the future

Purposefulness

Relevance Impact of their learning

Human intervention: WEAVING

“Tell me what I’ve learnt & what I can do with it”
What learners’ really want for their learning in the future

Expression

Search...Research
...Express

Create...
Contribute...
...Express
What learners’ really want for their learning in the future

New Definition of Quality: Fitness for Purpose for the future

Visibility
Openness
Virtualisation
Purposefulness
Expression
Distance Research Alliance and Australian Digital Futures Institute

Learning Futures Festival *Online* 2011

**Follow the Sun**

13-15 April 2011

*Three countries, three time zones, a non-stop global online conference*

- Handovers between Leicester (UK), Seattle (USA) and Toowoomba (Australia)
- Six shifts, six keynote speakers
- Delivered through Adobe Connect 8, Second Life and Moodle
- Simulcast through all platforms

http://tinyurl.com/followthesun

Thanks for listening
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